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Hughes Launches Industry's Fastest High-Throughput Satellite (HTS) Service for
Enterprises and Government
With service plans up to 50/5 Mbps, Hughes HTS enables high performance, secure, fully managed
broadband solution for distributed organizations
WASHINGTON, March 7, 2017 /PRNewswire/ -- Hughes Network Systems, LLC (Hughes), a leader in the provision of
managed network services, today continued to expand its network offerings for large businesses and government by adding
the world's fastest high-throughput satellite (HTS) offering to the HughesON™ line of managed services.

Businesses continue to demand ever greater network reliability and capacity for their branch locations as they transform
their business operations to improve efficiency and customer experience. The Hughes HTS service is the ideal solution for
branch sites challenged with inadequate wireline broadband options. It offers service plans up to 50 Mbps/5 Mbps and a
range of high-usage data allowances. In many locations across the U.S., DSL is not able to offer the speeds or reliability
required for today's enterprise networks. Moreover, even where wireline broadband options exist, cost-effective, pathdiverse high speed back up is difficult to achieve, even with LTE services. Whether the enterprise is looking for highperformance primary connectivity for their branch sites or seeking to back up their Ethernet access, Hughes HTS delivers
high-performance, cost-effective solutions.
Hughes HTS will be a key component of the HughesON range of managed services for large distributed organizations.
HughesON delivers industry leading network security options and includes the Hughes ActiveTechnologies™ performance
optimization suite that provides greater throughput, end-to-end QoS, and automated traffic shaping to deliver an enterprisegrade network, all backed by end-to-end service management.
"Hughes HTS opens up a host of new services and capabilities to organizations that have been hamstrung by sluggish
connectivity, bringing true broadband to every location across the nation with industry leading speeds and performance,"
said Mike Cook, senior vice president, North America, Hughes. "HughesON continues to lead the industry with innovative
enterprise solutions, and this launch continues to demonstrate Hughes' commitment to new solutions that can help our
business customers improve their operational efficiency. The Hughes HTS service will evolve to serve enterprise customers
even better through integration with our recently announced managed SD-WAN solution."
The Hughes HTS service leverages the newly launched EchoStar XIX satellite, the world's highest capacity broadband
satellite. EchoStar XIX employs 138 spot beams across the continental U.S. and parts of Alaska, Canada and Central
America. When combined with the latest Hughes JUPITER™ System, it creates the world's largest and fastest satellite
broadband system ever deployed.
About Hughes Network Systems
Hughes Network Systems, LLC (HUGHES) is the global leader in broadband satellite technology and services for home and
office. Its flagship high-speed satellite Internet service is HughesNet®, the world's largest satellite network with over 1 million
residential and business customers across North America and Brazil. For large enterprises and governments, the
company's HughesON® managed network services provide complete connectivity solutions employing an optimized mix of
satellite and terrestrial technologies. The JUPITER™ System is the world's most widely deployed High-Throughput Satellite
(HTS) platform, operating on more than 20 satellites by leading service providers, delivering a wide range of broadband
enterprise, mobility and cellular backhaul applications. To date, Hughes has shipped more than 5.5 million terminals to
customers in over 100 countries, representing approximately 50 percent market share, and its technology is powering
broadband services to aircraft around the world.
Headquartered outside Washington, D.C., in Germantown, Maryland, USA, Hughes operates sales and support offices
worldwide, and is a wholly owned subsidiary of EchoStar Corporation (NASDAQ: SATS), a premier global provider of satellite

operations. For additional information about Hughes, please visit www.hughes.com and follow @Hughes_Corp on Twitter.
About EchoStar
EchoStar Corporation (NASDAQ: SATS) is a premier global provider of satellite communication solutions. Headquartered in
Englewood, Colo., and conducting business around the globe, EchoStar is a pioneer in secure communications
technologies through its Hughes Network Systems and EchoStar Satellite Services business segments. For more
information, visit echostar.com. Follow @EchoStar on Twitter.
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